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Abstract—Scaling node embedding systems to efficiently pro-
cess networks in real-world applications that often contain
hundreds of billions of edges with high-dimension node features
remains a challenging problem. In this paper we present a
high-performance multi-GPU node embedding system that uses
hybrid model data parallel training. We propose a hierarchical
data partitioning strategy and an embedding training pipeline
to optimize both communication and memory usage on a GPU
cluster. With the decoupled design of our random walk engine
and embedding training engine, we can run both random walk
and embedding training with high flexibility to fully utilize
all computing resources on a GPU cluster. We evaluate the
system on real-world and synthesized networks with various node
embedding tasks. Using 40 NVIDIA V100 GPUs on a network
with over two hundred billion edges and one billion nodes, our
implementation requires only 200 seconds to finish one training
epoch. We also achieve 5.9x—14.4x speedup on average over the
current state-of-the-art multi-GPU single-node embedding system
with competitive or better accuracy on open datasets.
Index Terms—Network Embedding, Multi-GPU, Large-Scale
Machine Learning
I. INTRODUCTION
Network data structure has been widely used to present
complex relationships between entities in various fields such as
social networks, finance, e-commerce, and molecular biology.
To use network data structure in machine learning, a common
and important method is node embedding, which maps each
node into a lower dimension vector space where its embedding
can be learned and served as features for downstream machine
learning tasks. Nowadays, with both network data and em-
bedding features getting larger and larger, there is a rising
demand for the efficient embedding training of large-scale
networks such as online social networks [1] or e-commerce
recommender systems [2].
GPUs have been proved to have advantages for training
deep learning models [3]. A heterogeneous system with both
CPUs and GPUs can provide a node embedding solution
for networks at moderate scale [4]. There is also distributed
CPU node embedding systems that are able to handle large-
scale networks [1], [5]. However, we are still missing one
system that can both scale to billion-level node trillion-level
edge networks and with high-performing runtime, due to the
challenges on data/model scale and at high performance. More
specifically, to build a large-scale node embedding system on
a GPU cluster, there are still several challenging questions to
answer:
1) With network edges at the hundred billion scale, how
can one co-optimize the memory access of network
structure/features and computation during embedding
training to gain high performance?
2) With both data storage and computation happening in
a distributed fashion, inter-GPU, CPU-GPU, and inter-
node communication are all in large volumes. How can
one design communication strategy to hide most if not
all communication cost with computation?
3) For models with both large-scale data and huge model
size, such as node embedding models, neither pure data
parallelism or pure model parallelism training could
scale to distributed clusters, how can one design a
parallel training method to enable scalable training on
distributed clusters?
4) How can one make network-oriented primitives and ma-
chine learning-oriented primitives collaborate smoothly
to run the training task efficiently?
In this paper we propose a high-performance node embed-
ding system that runs on a GPU cluster. To overcome the above
challenges, we use hybrid model data parallel training. We also
propose a hierarchical data partition strategy and a pipeline
strategy to optimize both memory access and CPU-GPU,
inter-GPU, and inter-node communication. We also decouple
the random-walk-based network augmentation stage with the
embedding training stage to fully utilize the computing power
and the communication bandwidth of both CPUs and GPUs.
Our contributions are as follows:
• We design and implement, to the best of our knowledge,
the first high-performance large-scale node embedding
system that uses hybrid model data parallel training and
runs on a GPU cluster;
• We propose several strategies such as hierarchical data
partitioning and pipelined embedding training that enable
our system to run efficiently with large-scale networks
and high-dimension features.
• On several models with real-world networks, our system
shows excellent scalability and achieves an order of
magnitude speedup on average over the current state-
of-the-art network embedding framework without losing
accuracy. We provide extensive performance analysis
based on our experiment results.
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II. PRELIMINARIES
In this section, we introduce some preliminary knowledge of
node embedding methods and network partitioning, followed
by a performance modeling of large-scale node embedding
problem to motivate the design of our system.
A. Node Embedding Methods
Given a network G = (V,E), node embedding refers
to the approach of learning latent low-dimensional feature
representations for the nodes in the network, with the goal of
capturing the structure of the original networks without relying
on the inflexible and expensive hand-engineered features. Most
existing methods train node embeddings to distinguish the real
edges in network (i.e. positive edges) from randomly sampled
node pairs (i.e. negative edges).
Due to the sparse nature of many real-world networks, most
existing embedding methods conduct random walks on the
original network to connect nodes within a specified distance
on a random walk path as additional positive edges. This step
is usually called network augmentation.
Embeddings are usually encoded in two sets: vertex embed-
ding matrix and context embedding matrix since one node
can be treated as either the source node or the destination
node when shared among more than one edge. Embedding
training on the augmented network, involves picking both
positive edges and negative edges, computing the dot product
of vertex[u] and context[v] for an edge sample (u, v), and using
an optimizer (e.g. a standard SGD) to encourage neighbor
nodes to have close embeddings, whereas distant nodes to
have very different embeddings. Algorithm 1 shows the pseudo
code.
The training process takes several epochs, where one epoch
goes over all the sampled edges in the augmented network.
The training of one epoch can be further divided into several
episodes on multiple GPUs, where each episode can be trained
in a distributed fashion on one single GPU with a fixed-size
sample pool.
B. Network Partitioning
To handle networks with billions of vertices and hundred
billion of edges on a GPU cluster, we have to partition it
across different nodes. Given k nodes and a network G =
(V,E), network partitioning tries to divide G into k subgraphs
Gi = (Vi, Ei)|1 ≤ i ≤ k, such that V1∪V2∪ ...∪Vk = V and
E1 ∪ E2 ∪ ... ∪ Ek = E. One can use either 1D partitioning
or 2D partitioning for different types of applications.
1D partitioning method is vertex-centric. It contains two
common methods: Edge-Cut method first divides the vertex
set V into k subset, then for edges that connect vertices
from different subset, it creates local mirror vertices and add
edges to connect these mirror vertices to the original vertices.
Vertex-Cut method also divides the vertex set, then for edges
share one same vertex but have the other vertex belong to
different subsets, it adds duplicated vertices.
Since both random walk and embedding training are edge-
centric, in this work we use 2D partitioning method. For a
Algorithm 1: Random walk-based node embedding
Input: G = (V,E), embedding dimension d, walk distance
k, walk context length l
Output: vertex embeddings Embvertex ∈ R|V |×d
network augmentation :
1: Eaug := E
parallel random walk
2: for v ∈ V do
3: for u ∈ walk(v, k, l) do
4: Eaug := Eaug ∪ (v, u)
5: end for
6: end for
embedding training :
7: for each iteration do
8: v, u := EdgeSample(E′)
9: Train(Embvertex(v), Embcontext(u), label = 1)
10: for u′ ∈ NegativeSample(E′) do
11: Train(Embvertex(v), Embcontext(u
′), label = 0)
12: end for
13: end for
14: return Embvertex
cluster with k processing units, 2D partitioning partition the
edge set into k2 subsets, where subset Ei,j contains edges that
have source node from Vi and destination node from Vj . In this
way, our context and vertex embeddings are partitioned across
processing units (in our system they are GPUs), and edge
samples are partitioned by both source and destination nodes.
2D partitioning guarantees that edge samples that belong to
different partitions have orthogonal vertex usage, which is
important to the parallelization of our embedding training.
C. Performance Modeling
We first show the memory cost for network topology data
and embedding data for our system (Table I), both have
exceeded the memory limit on even a group of eight GPUs on
a single node. To model the performance of node embedding
task, without losing generality, we limit the training process to
be within one epoch. For a network with n sample edges and
nodes with d dimensions, the memory complexity is O(nd)
which includes loading both vertex and context embeddings
for each edge and updating the embeddings after the back
propagation. The computation complexity is also O(nd) which
includes d fused multiply-add operations for each edge pair
and roughly two times of the workload for back propagation.
While models for computer vision (e.g. ResNet-50 [6]) or
natural language processing (e.g. BERT [7]) that involve more
complex computations per sample usually have hundreds or
thousands times of arithmetic intensity, our analysis shows
that node embedding training has an O(1) arithmetic intensity,
which makes it a memory bound problem. Due to the heavy
memory cost and relatively low arithmetic intensity, we focus
on optimizing memory and communication, which serve as
two critical factors for the high performance of our node
embedding system.
TABLE I: Memory cost of our node embedding system for a
typical large-scale social network.
Data Metrics
Type size example storage
nodes |V | 1.05 Billion 3.91GB
edges |E| 300 Billion 2.24TB
augmented edges |E′| 3 Trillion 22.4TB
vertex embeddings |V | × d 1.05*109*128 500.7GB
context embeddings |V | × d 1.05*109*128 500.7GB
III. SCALING NODE EMBEDDING ON A GPU CLUSTER
We introduce our high-performance multi-node multi-GPU
node embedding system in this section. It is built specifically
for large-scale random-walk based node embedding algo-
rithms, which are the most common choices for the existing
node embedding systems. To handle the challenges of both
huge model/data usage and heavy inter-node communication,
we design a hybrid model data parallel training method. It
uses a hierarchical data partitioning strategy and a pipeline
design to optimize both memory and communication. It also
decouples the random-walk/sampling phase with embedding
training phase so that the system is scalable to huge networks
with both the random walk part and the embedding training
part running efficiently.
As shown in Fig. 2, our system consists of two independent
components, namely walk engine and embedding training
engine. They are connected by a storage module. For random-
walk based node embedding systems, running random walk on
a hundred billion edge level network needs several terabytes of
memory and thousands of CPU cores; meanwhile, training the
embeddings requires even more memory that can fit into any
single-node multi-GPU system’s total GPU device memory.
With a typical heterogeneous setting that has eight GPUs on
one CPU node, it is impossible to meet the requirements
of both random walk and embedding training by directly
migrating any system designed for single-node to our scenario.
Thus we decouple the walk engine and the embedding training
engine. Random walk can take place on any CPU cluster
with sufficient computing resource, while embedding training
happens on a GPU cluster. This way we can adjust the paces
of random walk producing and consuming by tuning both
engines to maximize the performance. With such a design as
our guideline, we have proposed a set of strategies to make
our system run efficiently.
A. Hybrid Data Model Parallel Training
Data parallelism has been widely used as a common training
method for distributed training of large-scale machine learning
models. However, one limitation of data parallelism is the
requirement of having a model size that can fit into the
memory of the training unit, if the dataset size and the model
size both exceed the memory limitation for one node, it needs
to be combined with model parallelism. In our case, we use
data parallelism to handle total edge samples with tens of
terabytes of data, and use model parallelism to split the node
embedding model onto each local GPU, and transfer multiple
sub-parts of the embeddings among all GPUs on the cluster
using multi-level ring-based communication. Our hierarchical
data partitioning strategy and embedding training pipeline
design can hide most synchronization costs, as we will talk
in detail in the following two subsections.
Splitting edge samples for data parallel training is easy as
it can be done as a pre-training step with simple partitioning
strategy. While partitioning the model is difficult as each part
of the model needs to be trained with all edge samples, which
are distributedly located on the GPU cluster. Thus we need to
design a method that enables efficient data parallel training as
well as efficient intra-node and inter-node communication.
B. Hierarchical Data Partitioning
In this section we first review data partitioning strategy in
GraphVite [4]. It also uses a 2D-partitioning strategy to divide
samples into n × n blocks where n is the number of GPUs
on one node. All n GPUs then take orthogonal blocks from
samples and train local vertex embeddings before they load a
new set of orthogonal blocks and transfer vertex embeddings
using ring-based communication.
For a multi-node multi-GPU cluster, inter-node commu-
nication behaves very different from intra-node inter-GPU
communication. The gap between the two are getting even
larger due to the ever-increasing inter-GPU communication
speed enabled by NVLink. A multi-node multi-GPU system
must consider this difference. We developed the hierarchical
data partitioning strategy to make it work with multi-node
multi-GPU scenario. To handle two parts of the model, namely
vertex embeddings and context embeddings, we can choose to
create on-device buffers for both embeddings, and each round
transfer both the sub-parts of context embeddings and the
sub-parts of vertex embeddings. However, that will make our
partitioning strategy and pipeline design more complicated.
We instead choose to fix the context embeddings for each GPU
so that it could be loaded once and stay on device, which
optimizes our bandwidth usage. For vertex embeddings that
need to be trained with different sample blocks on different
GPUs, we hierarchically partition the full vertex embedding
matrix: first inter-node, then intra-node and inter-GPU. Fig-
ure 1 illustrates our strategy on a cluster with two nodes where
each node has eight GPUs: We first partition all the samples of
this episode into sixteen blocks, eight on Node0 and eight on
Node1. At the inter-node level, all GPUs from Node0 will first
train on half of the vertex embeddings, then we use inter-node
communication to swap the vertex embeddings for each node
before we train the second half of the vertex embeddings. At
intra-node inter-GPU level, we use an improved orthogonal
block training strategy so that each GPU trains on vertex
embeddings without conflicts.
To fully utilize both communication bandwidth and com-
puting resources, we further split vertex embeddings on one
GPU into k sub-parts. At the same time, we make good
tradeoffs between memory usage and computation speed by
properly designed ping-pong buffers on GPUs. Figure 4 shows
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Fig. 1: Our hybrid model data parallel training uses data parallelism (light green blocks) to train all edge samples in multiple
episodes by splitting samples for each episode onto local GPUs. It uses model parallelism (light orange blocks) to split vertex
embeddings onto local GPUs and does two-level (inter-node and inter-GPU intra-node) ring-based communication during the
training of each episode.
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Fig. 2: Overview of our node embedding system.
an example on one node with two GPUs where k is set
to 2. With our design, local vertex embeddings on GPU1
(1 1) and GPU2 (2 1) first get trained on their local context
embeddings (1 and 2) separately, then after an inter-GPU peer-
to-peer communication, GPU1 will hold vertex embedding
block (2 1) and GPU2 will hold vertex embedding block
(1 1), they are trained on local context embeddings (1 and
2) separately. By this time, both vertex embedding blocks
(1 1 and 2 1) have touched all samples and are ready to be
sent to other nodes. By breaking vertex embeddings and edge
samples into fine-grained sub-parts, we have more flexibility
by tuning the size and the number of sub-parts on one GPU
to get better performance. The ping-pong buffer design also
allows us to pipeline our computation with communication to
maximize the end-to-end training performance. Here the only
stall stage is inter-GPU peer-to-peer communication stage, but
because we only need to send one sub-part of our local vertex
embeddings, the communication cost is cut to 1/k of the
naive data partitioning strategy. In our implementation we have
carefully tuned the number of k to be equal to four since we
found that it works the best on all our tasks and GPU clusters
with various hardware settings.
Our design could be extended and scale to larger networks.
It adapts to both node settings with flexible number of GPUs
and cluster settings with flexible number of nodes.
C. Embedding Training Pipeline
As we have analyzed in the previous section, a naive
implementation of data partitioning on multi-node multi-GPU
system divides vertex embeddings into k parts, where k is the
number of GPUs in the system. Each node uses orthogonal
block training method and ring-based communication to train
all local vertex embeddings on all local GPUs. Then inter-
node ring-based communication happens to load a new set
of vertex embeddings onto each node for training. Without a
pipeline and ping-pong buffer design, this method will not be
able to properly overlap communication with computation at
both intra-node and inter-node levels.
Using our hierarchical data partitioning strategy, one epoch
of embedding training involves various types of communica-
tion:
• Disk to CPU Memory: Load random walks from file,
generate and send edge samples to all node’s memory;
• Device to Host: Transfer trained vertex embeddings from
GPU memory to CPU;
• Host to Device: Load vertex embeddings to train from
CPU to GPU memory, load a batch of edge samples from
CPU to GPU memory;
• Device to Device: Load vertex embeddings to train from
other GPU;
• Inter-Node: Transfer vertex embeddings to other nodes.
How can we maximize the overlap between computation
and communication? To answer this question, we propose
an embedding training pipeline. Figure 3 illustrates a typical
round of embedding training pipeline in our system given two
GPUs per node (cases with more GPUs are similar). Our goal
here is to overlap the computation block as much as possible
with all other communication blocks. The process begins with
loading edge samples to GPU (phase 1), then we overlap the
embedding training of the current episode (phase 3) with the
device to host transferring of vertex embeddings trained from
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Fig. 3: The Pipeline of one round of embedding training in our system. Description of each stage: 1, load samples from
memory to local GPU; 2, send trained embeddings back to CPU; 3, train embeddings on local GPU; 4, inter-GPU peer-to-peer
communication; 5, prefetch embeddings to train from memory to local GPU; 6, inter-node async embedding communication;
7, prefetch samples for next episode from disk to memory.
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Fig. 4: Our intra-node embedding data partitioning strategy.
last episode (phase 2); we use inter-GPU P2P communication
(phase 4) to send vertex embeddings for training to other
GPUs; finally we overlap three kinds of communication and
the computation: training newly arrived vertex embeddings on
the GPU (phase 3), preloading vertex embeddings to be trained
for the next episode (phase 5), and processing inter-node
communication to send vertex embeddings to the next machine
(phase 6). For the entire training time, CPU thread could
load edge samples for the next episode to host memory. Note
that we have eliminated most stall stages. Although we have
left two parts that cannot be pipelined: loading edge samples
for one sub-part onto the GPU, and inter-GPU peer-to-peer
communication, because of our fine-grained data partitioning,
both parts take much less time than the naive solution.
By tuning the number and size of buffers in our data par-
titioning strategy conditioned by specific network bandwidth,
memory bandwidth, and computing power of CPUs and GPUs,
we could find the optimal settings for our system to run most
efficiently on a specific GPU cluster.
IV. SYSTEM IMPLEMENTATION
A. Walk Engine Implementation
Given a walk distance of k and a context length of l,
one edge from the original network will generate k × l edge
samples by network augmentation. We adopt the walk engine
in a state-of-the-art distributed graph processing system 1 and
for our network scale, propose two implementations according
to different cluster settings:
• Some clusters have a large gap of computing power
between GPUs and CPUs as well as relatively slower disk
and smaller memory. On these clusters, making random
walk as an online process run before the embedding
training will stall the pipeline. Also, it is impractical to
store all the edge samples needed in one epoch in mem-
ory. In this case, we divide the random walking process
into multiple stages and make it an asynchronous offline
process. In the first stage we generate random walks for
the whole network and write them into files partitioned by
episode. While running one episode, each machine will
read random walk data from one specific partition, do
the augmentation and send generated samples to its local
GPUs for picking up context and vertex embeddings. Our
design allows us to choose from various random walk
implementations and make arbitrary modifications. We
chose a state-of-the-art distributed walk engine [8] and
improved on it with the degree-guided strategy [4] while
partitioning the generated random walks.
• For high-performance GPU clusters with high-end CPUs,
large memory, shared storage, and fast disk I/O (e.g.
SSD storage), we merge the network augmentation stage
into random walking stage, and store the generated edge
samples directly into SSDs with memory mapping, so
that embedding training engine can directly access them
during training.
Our decoupled design of the walk engine and embedding
training engine gives us the capability to use completely
different computing resources and running settings for our
walk engine and our embedding training engine. Specifically,
we run our walk engine for the next epoch while embedding
training engine trains samples for this epoch. Running settings
are fine-tuned so that for one episode, our walk engine uses
1https://github.com/Tencent/plato
shorter run time than the embedding training engine, thus can
be pipelined to give better end-to-end performance.
B. Two-level Ring-based Communication
As the bandwidths for different types of communication
(inter-node communication, cross-socket inter-GPU commu-
nication, and GPU peer-to-peer communication) vary greatly,
a simple ring-based communication method that includes all
GPUs on all nodes is not performant. Thus we use a two-
level strategy: on the node level, each node forms an internal
ring that includes all local GPUs on that node; on the cluster
level, all nodes form another ring. Since we use pipeline design
for embedding training, the slower inter-node communication
could be completely hidden (See 6 in Figure 3). Note that
since we will transfer vertex embeddings back to CPU for
the node-level ring-based communication, we do not use GPU
direct RDMA and can still achieve high utilization for both
computation and communication.
C. Topology-Aware GPU Communication
On a typical two-socket node with eight GPUs, all GPUs
are divided into two groups: the first four and the last four
(as shown in Figure 1). To avoid cross-socket inter-GPU
communication, which is roughly 30% slower than inter-GPU
communication on the same socket, we improved our ring-
based parameter communication strategy.
We first enable peer-access for GPUs within one socket,
when we transfer vertex embeddings between GPUs during
the embedding training, if we detect that two GPUs are
on the same socket, we use peer-to-peer memory copy, if
two GPUs are cross-socket (this situation will happen twice
for a two-socket node), we pipeline the vertex embedding
transfer with one device-to-host memory copy and one host-
to-device memory copy. Since most of the intra-node GPU
communication is done by peer-to-peer memory copy, we
can cut the communication traffic to half when compared to
GraphVite, which uses CPU as a parameter server.
V. EXPERIMENTS & RESULTS
A. System and Hardware Information
We have two sets of hardware settings run on CentOS 7.2:
• Set A: runs on a GPU cluster where each node has two
2.50GHz Intel 24-core Xeon Platinum 8255C processors
(with hyper-threading), 364GB of main memory, eight
NVIDIA V100 GPUs with 32GB on-board memory,
and one NVMe SSD storage. All nodes in cluster are
connected with 100Gb/s InfiniBand switch.
• Set B: runs on a GPU cluster where each node has two
2.20GHz Intel 22-core Xeon E5-2699 v4 processors (with
hyper-threading), 239GB of main memory, eight NVIDIA
P40 GPUs with 24GB on-board memory. All nodes in
cluster are connected with 40Gb/s network connections.
The distributed program was compiled with GCC 7.3.1, NVCC
10.0, and MPICH-3.2.1.
TABLE II: Datasets details for our experiments.
Dataset Details
Name nodes edges task
youtube 1,138,499 4,945,382 link prediction
hyperlink-pld 39,497,204 623,056,313 link prediction
friendster 65,608,366 1,806,067,135 benchmarking
kron 2,097,152 91,042,010 benchmarking
delaunay 16,777,216 50,331,601 benchmarking
anonymized A 1,050,000,000 280,000,000,000 feature engineering
anonymized B 1,050,000,000 300,000,000,000 feature engineering
generated A 250,000,000 20,000,000,000 benchmarking
generated B 100,000,000 10,000,000,000 benchmarking
generated C 10,000,000 500,000,000 benchmarking
B. Datasets and Applications
We use the following datasets for our experiments (details
in Table II).
• YOUTUBE [9] is a social network dataset crawled from
YouTube (www.youtube.com) that consists of over 1.1
million nodes (users) and 4.9 million edges (links);
• HYPERLINK-PLD [10] is a label-free hyperlink net-
work with 43 million nodes and 623 million edges;
• FRIENDSTER [11] is a very large social network on a
social gaming site with 65 million nodes and 1.8 billion
edges. Part of the nodes have labels that represent social
groups formed by users;
• KRON & DELAUNAY are two networks widely used
for benchmarking graph processing systems. Kron is a
scale-free network where degree distribution is skew and
Delaunay is a mesh network where degree distribution is
uniform.
• ANONYMIZED is a set of networks sampled from
multiple internal networks with billion level nodes and
hundred-billion level edges. We have anonymized the
node and edge information but only preserve the network
topology information for the purpose of running the
experiments.
• GENERATED is a set of generated networks with two
hundred-million level nodes and ten-billion level edges
networks and one smaller network that resemble the
topology of real-world social networks. We use this set
of networks to test the scalability and performance of our
system.
Node embeddings can be used in several standard tasks as
well as serve as a feature engineering step for downstream
machine learning applications. To report the effectiveness of
the learned embeddings, we use two tasks that each represents
one type of tasks:
• Link Prediction predicts whether there will be links
between two nodes based on the attribute information
and the observed existing link information. Following
previous works, we use the metric AUC to measure the
performance for this task;
• Feature Engineering uses node embedding on a label-
free network to generate node embeddings for an internal
TABLE III: Overall performance of our system with one epoch of training on various datasets.
Experiment Details Time (sec)Settings framework dateset nodes edges embedding dimension negative samples
8 V100 GPUs GraphVite Friendster 65.6 Million 1.8 Billion 96 5 45.04
8 V100 GPUs Ours Friendster 65.6 Million 1.8 Billion 96 5 3.12
16 V100 GPUs Ours Generated B 100 Million 10 Billion 96 5 15.1
16 V100 GPUs Ours Generated A 250 Million 20 Billion 96 5 27.9
40 V100 GPUs Ours Anonymized A 1.05 Billion 280 Billion 128 5 200
40 P40 GPUs Ours Anonymized B 1.05 Billion 300 Billion 100 5 1260
downstream machine learning application. We also use
the metric AUC to measure the performance for this task.
C. Performance Analysis
In this section, we use three sets of experiments to show
the performance of our system from different perspectives: its
raw performance on different clusters and various networks;
its accuracy compared to previous works; and finally, its intra-
node and inter-node scalability on different networks.
1) Overall Performance: Table III shows the performance
of our system on different hardware settings and different
networks. Note that since GraphVite on a single-node as
GraphVite is not scalable to multi-node multi-GPU, we only
compare with GraphVite on a single-node machine with
8 V100 GPUs with the largest network that can run on
GraphVite: Friendster.
On Friendster dataset, we achieve 14.4x speedup over
GraphVite when using 8 V100 GPUs. This comes mostly
from our data partitioning strategy and pipeline design. Our
results on 16 V100 GPUs (two nodes) and 40 V100 GPUs
(five nodes) shows our capability of scaling to cluster that
has more nodes when working with larger networks and
larger number of embedding dimension. The results on two
generated networks show our scalability: on generated A
network, which has 2.5x number of edges and 2x number of
nodes compared to generated B network, the runtime increase
is ony 85%. The results on cluster with V100 GPUs and
P100 GPUs shows that our system adapts well to different
hardware settings and various network sizes with different
embedding dimensions. The performance drop of P40 cluster
compared to V100 cluster comes from a combination of: 1)
device memory bandwidth difference, 2) inter-node network
connection difference, 3) random walk generating and storing
difference, and 4) FP32 performance difference. Even using
P40 cluster, our system only need 35 hours to finish a 100
epoch training of Anonymized B network (its augmented
network contains three trillion edges), which is not trainable
for any previous embedding training work.
2) Evaluation on Node Embedding Tasks:
• Link Prediction: We evaluate link prediction task on
two open datasets: YouTube dataset and Hyperlink-PLD
dataset. To compare with GraphVite, we adopt its method
for link prediction evaluation: We split the edges into
three sets: training set, test set and validation set. For
training set, the negative samples are generated during the
training, for test and validation set, we generate negative
TABLE IV: Evaluate AUC of link prediction after 1000 epochs
of node embedding training using GraphVite and our system.
Dataset Framework Final Evaluation AUC
Youtube GraphVite 0.909Ours 0.926
Hyperlink GraphVite 0.989Ours 0.988
samples by randomly picking up node pairs that are
not real edges in the network. We use 1% and 0.01%
edges for test and validation on YouTube and Hyperlink-
PLD dataset respectively. We also keep the same training
settings as GraphVite, such as the learning rate, the
number of negative samples, and embedding initialization
method.
Figure 5 presents the performance of GraphVite and our
system over different training epochs on these datasets.
On YouTube dataset, our system has generally maintained
a higher AUC and achieves the best AUC 200 epochs
earlier than GraphVite. For Hyperlink-PLD, we have
competitive AUC at the end of the training. Since our
walk engine is decoupled with our embedding training en-
gine, we could generate random walks of arbitrary epoch
sizes, for example in our experiment, we generate random
walks for 10 epochs, then repeatedly use these walks to
launch a 100-epoch training process. This flexible setting
allows us to tune run time of the walk engine so that
it can be fully hidden by the embedding training in the
pipeline. The results of the experiment show that this
extra flexibility does not hurt the final performance of
the model.
• Feature Engineering: On one anonymized dataset, we
compare our embedding system with a CPU node em-
bedding implementation of LINE [5] after training for
the same number of epochs. We choose this number to
be 10, which is empirically enough for the model to
converge in our internal task. On training AUC, our GPU
implementation achieves competitive result compared to
the CPU implementation (the difference is within %0.1).
On evaluation AUC, our GPU implementation achieves
better result. Further evaluation of the downstream task
shows that embeddings generated by our system can
achieve the same end-to-end performance as embeddings
generated by the CPU implementation.
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Fig. 5: AUC curver for link prediction evaluation using GraphVite and our system.
TABLE V: Evaluate AUC of an internal task using node
embedding for feature engineering.
Embedding Details
Algorithm Training AUC Evaluation AUC
CPU Embedding 0.81147 0.79996
GPU Embedding (ours) 0.80996 0.80008
3) Scalability: To test the inter-node scalability of our
system, we use two networks that represent typical degree
distribution and topology of real-world social networks. The
two networks contain 10 billion (generated B) and 25 billion
(generated A) edges respectively. We run our embedding
training on each network for 10 epochs and record the average
run time per epoch, as shown in Figure 7. On generated A and
generated B, we show 1.67x and 1.85x speedup over one-node
8 GPU setting when using two-node 16 GPU setting. This
scalability is achieved through our fine-grained data partition
design and various optimizations in our embedding training
pipeline implementation, which have maximized the overlap
of inter-node vertex embedding communication and intra-node
training.
We also compare the intra-node scalability of our system
and GraphVite. Table VII shows the running time of GraphVite
and our system with a 10-epoch run. We record the average
per-epoch run time. Our system has both better performance as
well as better scalability on 1, 2, 4, and 8 GPUs within a node.
The main reason is our hybrid model data parallel training has
effectively reduced the communication cost than in GraphVite,
where CPU is served as the parameter server and no pipeline
design is used. Note that to force the same synchronization
ratio, we need to adjust episode size in GraphVite with the
number of GPUs. We argue that this is the setting that
GraphVite should use to enable baseline accuracy and make a
fair comparison with our system.
TABLE VI: Intra-node Scalability Comparison with
GraphVite.
Dataset Framework Number of GPUs (time:sec)1 2 4 8
Youtube GraphVite 0.66 0.89 0.74 0.58Ours 0.16 0.12 0.081 0.098
Hyperlink GraphVite N/A 19.02 22 24.71Ours 6.6 4.5 2.37 1.98
Friendster GraphVite N/A 48.51 41.51 45.04Ours N/A 11.1 6 3.12
TABLE VII: Intra-node Scalability on Various Networks.
Dataset Number of GPUs (time:sec)1 2 4 8
youtube 0.16 0.12 0.081 0.098
hyperlink-pld 6.6 4.5 2.37 1.98
friendster N/A 11.1 6 3.12
kron 4.6 2.8 1.46 0.75
delaunay 2.16 1.16 0.59 0.34
generated C 5.1 2.9 1.5 0.78
VI. RELATED WORKS
Node embedding can either be used in tasks such as
node classification, node clustering, node ranking, and link
prediction, or serve as a feature engineering stage in complex
network-based machine learning pipelines. Methods for node
embedding can roughly be categorized into three types: fac-
torization based methods, deep learning based methods, and
random-walk based methods.
Our work follows the direction of the scalable algorithms
that built on either edge or path samples of networks and the
parallel graph embedding systems.
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Fig. 6: Intra-node scalability of our system and GraphVite on three datasets.
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Fig. 7: Scalability of our system running on two large-scale
networks.
A. Scalable Node Embedding Algorithms
Most of node embedding algorithms [12]–[14] fall into the
following paradigm: firstly, generating sequence of nodes, then
leveraging language modeling techniques to generate node em-
beddings. DeepWalk [12] generates node sequences by doing
random walks on a given graph, then it applies SkipGram
language model [15] to learn the node embeddings. Node2Vec
[13] proposes a high-order walk strategy that the next walk
step depends on the previous one. It can be considered as a
combination of Breadth-first Sampling(BFS) and Depth-first
Sampling(DFS) strategy. Metapath2Vec [14] is designed for
heterogeneous graphs. The generated node sequence follows a
meta-path schema, which defines the edge type between nodes
within a sequence.
B. Parallel Word Embedding Systems
Most node embedding algorithms leverage word embedding
techniques to generate the latent representation of nodes. There
are many systems targeting at optimizing word embedding
algorithms like word2vec [16].
Ordentlich et al. [17] proposes a model-parallel approach for
distributed word2vec training. Instead of partitioning model
at word dimension, it partitions the model at embedding
dimension. Each server manages part of embeddings for all
words. When performing dot product of two word embeddings,
it first computes the partial dot product locally, then performs
a reduce operation among servers to get the final results.
When the embedding dimension is large, the cost of network
transmission can be amortized. The proposed system can scale
to datasets that contain several hundred million words on a
CPU cluster. One of the core components in word2vec is
negative sampling. Stergiou et al. [18] find most of the network
transfer comes from the negative samples. They then proposed
several negative sampling strategies to reduce the nework
transmission overhead. Their system can scale to datasets
with a vocabulary size of more than one billion on a CPU
cluster. Ji et al. [19] proposed a new parallelization scheme
for word2vec computation in shared memory. By forming the
computation into mini-batches, they can share the negative
samples within one mini-batch. By this way, level-1 BLAS
operations can be converted into level-3 BLAS matrix multiply
operations. It also achieves good strong-scalability on CPUs.
BlazingText [20] is a multi-GPU word embedding system.
It adopts a similar idea of sharing negative samples inside
each batch. Instead of using cuBLAS kernels, it proposed
customized GPU kernels to reduce kernel launch overhead.
For distributed training, it uses data-parallel approach, word
embeddings are replicated on each GPU. BlazingText achieves
near-linear scalability on 8 GPUs. But it does not apply to
billion-scale word embedding problems, because it lacks the
capability of handling embeddings that do not fit into GPU
memory.
C. Parallel Graph Embedding Systems
Several deep learning frameworks support multi-node multi-
GPU training [21]–[23]. However, none of the existing deep
learning frameworks offer: 1) native data structures or prim-
itives for doing network-related operations such as random
walk; 2) a hybrid model data parallel training execution
model to easily handle applications such as large-scale node
embedding.
PyTorch-BigGraph [1] (PBG) is a scalable knowledge graph
embedding framework built on top of PyTorch. It randomly
partitons the graph into 2-D blocks. Blocks can be stored into
either CPU memory or external storage so that the system
can scale to arbitrarily large graphs. DGL-KE [24] is another
distributed knowledge graph embedding framework. It has
similar idea with Pytorch-BigGraph. It supports distributed
multi-gpu training. Different from PBG, it uses graph partition
algorithm in METIS [25] to reduce network overehead. It
also proposes a new negative sampling strategy to improve
data locality. Both PBG and DGL-KE target at knowledge
graph embedding, which does not contain random-walk-based
network augmentation and usually does not operate on large-
scale networks with billion level nodes.
C. Bayan Brudss et al. [26] has developed a scalable graph
embedding system that could run on a heterogenous cluster.
They adopt the parameter server (PS) design [27] and use
embedding lookup operations to asynchronously train/update
the model. This introduces large communication overhead
between parameter servers and workers and makes it difficult
to scale to a lot of real-world networks at larger scale. Also,
their asynchronous training strategy is sensitive to the number
of workers, fails to provide the best accuracy with just enough
computing resources to train the model.
GraphVite [4] is a general graph embedding engine that
runs on a multi-GPU single-node machine. It is the first of
its kind to explore scalable node embedding using GPUs
and has largely improved on the training time for medium-
size node embedding tasks. However, its design uses CPU as
a parameter server to run random walk online and transfer
embeddings between GPUs, also the system lacks a pipeline
design to properly overlap communication with computation,
which makes it difficult to scale to large-scale node embedding
on multi-node cluster without a major change in system
design.
VII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this work, we present a high-performance system that
uses hybrid model data parallel training and runs on a dis-
tributed GPU cluster to handle the challenging large-scale
network node embedding problem. We develop hierarchical
data partitioning strategy and design an embedding training
pipeline to maximize the overlap between communication and
computation. Our design decouples the random walk engine
that runs network augmentation with the embedding training
engine. Our system is highly scalable to multi-GPU multi-node
GPU clusters and achieves an order of magnitude speedup on
average over the current state-of-the-art GPU node embedding
system with competitive or better accuracy on open datasets.
We expect our system and its design decisions will directly
impact the development of future large-scale GPU network
embedding frameworks. In the future, we plan to generalize
our system to more types of graph representation learning and
knowledge graph embedding models on large-scale networks
with various tasks and applications.
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